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An important topic!  
Central to financial reporting and disclosure

q GAAP determines recognition but has little to say about 
disclosure.  Managers have some discretion over:

ü Income statement geography (e.g., operating vs non-
operating)

ü How items are described (“unusual”)
ü Level of aggregation  
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q Why advertising expenditures?  
ü Creating brands is important à authors argue 

(assume) advertising expenditures are value relevant 
to investors.
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Moon et al. (2023) point to Apple as a company that 
reduced disaggregation (Apple would, I think, qualify as 
what the authors call “confidential” disclosers).
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What do the authors do?
• Use Kantar data to obtain advertising spend.
• This is compared to Compustat XAD.  
• Classify firms as “confidential” if Kantar advertising spend 

≥ 5% of pre-tax income and advertising not reported on 
Compustat; otherwise “transparent” 

à raises a couple of questions:
• What if ad spending is bundled with marketing costs?
• What if ad spending is disclosed in a different way that 

is not captured by Compustat?
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The role of analysts
• Kantar data is apparently available to sell-side analysts 

(presumably it sits behind a paywall and so is not 
“publicly-available” in an efficient markets sense).

• Nice example of how sell-side analysts can add value for 
capital market investors.

• If this is effective, do companies also need to disclose 
separately?
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Some thoughts on authors’ hypotheses.
• We generally observe firms making the minimum level of 

disclosure in SEC filings (external financials). 
• Analysts always want more disclosure, typically greater 

granularity (disaggregation).
• There is a longstanding literature on the benefits and 

costs of voluntary disclosure.
• The authors identify a setting that can help add to this 

literature.  But – as I have indicated – we need to better 
understand how this actually works.

• For example, where are the benefits likely to be 
largest?  The costs the smallest?  Do proprietary costs 
really matter?
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Some thoughts on authors’ hypotheses.
• Need more specificity on agency cost story – managers 

choose not to disaggregate for their own purposes, even 
if disaggregation maximizes shareholder value.

• Authors argue that managers are concerned they will be 
punished for advertising expenditures that destroy value 
– if this is important, will they choose not to disclose or 
disclose more?  

• If advertising is positive NPV, seems the best strategy 
is to convince shareholders.

• If not, the implication is that advertising has private 
benefits for managers – need to understand this better.
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In sum:
• A super-important topic – disclosure around intangibles is 

clearly of first-order economic importance.
• Authors identify a nice setting; encourage them to think 

through the mechanisms (and so tests) a bit more.  
• We generally believe that managers’ voluntary 

disclosures (e.g., guidance) are responsive to analysts’ 
demands for information, especially if it can increase 
stock price.  Seems likely to be operating here as well.




